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SkillsUSA.org's membership of the students' pocket summary Download and print Out SkillsUSA Pocket Resume. Print it and cut the paper down to a finished size of 3.5 inches wide x 8 inches tall. Fill it up, fold it into quarters roughly the size of a business card (2 inches x 3.5 inches), and place in your wallet or wallet. This way, you will always have the information requested on
most job applications. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're okay with that, but you can opt out if you want. CookieACCEPTPrivacy and Cookies Policy A CV settings are an easy and organized way to introduce yourself to your employer. It tells the employer how to contact you, what previous jobs you have had, what special skills you have,
volunteers and work experience you have had and about your education. The summary gives you an idea of who you are and what type of employee you might be. The purpose of a RESUME is not to get a job; The purpose of the resume is to get an interview. Restaurant/general manager with eight years in restaurants and catering. Strong career growth in everyday dining. Highly
valued by career growth. Type Technique Cooking Technique Institute and Package CookingCake decorates expertiseDirective attention to safe food processing proceduresFed presentation talentService-orientedFood service backgroundPoint of Sale (POS) system operationInstitutional and package cookingHospitality and reference service servicesExtensive food/drinks
knowledgeOlogical temperature food, Available to process food is often a feature in customer serviceService-focused team playerSkills USA01/2014 in CurrentBita compose - John Paul Stevens Prepared Food consistently and according to recipes, portions, cooking recommendations and waste control. Reducing food prices by quantity by using seasonal ingredients, setting
standards for portion sizes and minimizing waste. Manage kitchen staff by recruiting, selecting, hiring, targeting, training, appointment, planning, supervision, evaluation and enforcement discipline when needed. Indicators, budget and team goals have been achieved and exceeded. Budgets for operations and capital equipment have been created and managed. Uninterrupted and
timely operation in the preparation and delivery of food and sanitation of the kitchen. Decorated and commercial quality bakery products. Cooked and served meals and dishes in accordance with the planned menus, diet plans, recipes, portions, temperature control procedures and object policies. Instructed new staff in proper cooking, food storage, use of kitchen equipment and
utensils, sanitation and safety issues.sue Chef 01/2013 in Hernandez - Dads Kitchen High Volume ProduceSous ChefExecutive ChefInstructed new employees in proper food preparation, food storage, use of kitchen equipment and utensils, sanitation and safety issues. Scheduled lunches, dinners and bar menus, as well as special menus for special events and catering menus.
Created Created sculptures for major events such as weddings and private corporate parties. Art Partner: Culinary 2014-2015John Paul Stevens - Teachers Angeli, Gregg Bonser, Michelle LeComte, Patricia Roberto, Chris Rubino, Tammy Bruce, Delores Smith, Gregory Stelmach, Tamara Wenzel, Benjamin Whitner, Mike Sazo, Frank Cipolowski, Ed Akruzzi, Nick Rushman, Ross
Yarnall, Robert Wilson, Martin Courtwright, Rick Cadworth, Ronald Culinary Arts Dawkshus, Michael Dominguez, Dennis Gebhardt, Dennis Gebhardt, Dennis, George Homar-Gordon, Lori McHair, Patrick McHeil, Patrick McNeil, Patrick McHenley, Patrick McNeil , Dennis Lombardino, Elizabeth Dalssio, Tess Tess Tess
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